
An Introduction to Cryptic Crosswords
Cryptic crosswords. Those strange things at the back of the newspaper that the family
brainbox always seemed to be doing in years gone by. Perhaps it was one of your parents
who sat there puzzling away over it while you were trying (or not trying) to get ready for
school in the morning. Perhaps it was a grandparent who did it after Sunday lunch and
invariably ended up falling asleep with it in their lap, reading glasses slipping off at a jaunty
angle. Or maybe it was that mad Uncle Barry from Lincolnshire that you only ever saw at
Christmas, weddings or funerals, who carried it around with him and seemed to prefer doing
it to actually talking to any of his bemused relatives, least of all you.

If you’ve read this far, you have an idea of what I’m talking about. In fact, you not only have
an idea of what a cryptic crossword is, but you’ve also had a nagging suspicion that you’d
like to find out how they work. After all, if they could keep your Uncle Barry happy, there
must be something about them that is worth investigating. You may have heard him tell you
why it was that he would bother sitting there for hours on end, chewing the end of his pencil
whilst he racked his brains for the answer to 27 across. He might have mentioned how he
thought it kept his mind flexible. He might have said that it helped him to improve his
vocabulary and his use of English. He might just have said that it helped him to relax, that all
of his other worries seemed to disappear whilst he was immersed in the business of solving
a crossword. Only, you won’t have heard him say any of that, because he never spoke to
anyone, especially not when he had a puzzle to solve.

The possible reasons why people get into crosswords are infinite, but the thing that they may
find harder to explain is how exactly they are able to solve cryptic crosswords, whereas poor
old you cannot. You always think, “Oh, I can’t do those!” or “I’m no good with words!” or “I
don’t even know where to start!” whilst Uncle Barry sits there, raises his eyebrows and gets
busy with the final couple of clues. If only Uncle Barry would share the secret, then you
wouldn’t feel so helpless, and you might be able to satisfy that little itch that tells you that this
whole crosswords malarkey might actually be quite fun to explore.

What you maybe don’t realise is that, on at least two out of three points, you are wrong.
Firstly, you are good with words - you never stop using them, do you? Secondly, you can do
crosswords; she just can’t do them yet. Yes, you maybe don’t know where to start, but who
does know where to start when they are facing a brand new challenge? Who ever picked up
a violin for the first time and knew instantly how to play Mozart’s Concerto No.3? Nobody.
The same goes for cryptic crosswords. They seem impossibly difficult at first glance, and
then gradually, as you learn the rules and perfect your skills, they start to get easier. Just
wait and see…

***



Your go…

Devise your own cryptic clues for ‘ROME’ in the space below, using an anagram
of ‘MORE’

Remember that you will need to use:

A fair definition of ‘Rome’
‘MORE’ as your fodder
An anagram indicator

… and your definition must not separate the fodder from the indicator!
Share your clues with each other and discuss how they follow the rules laid

down thus far
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Practice

All of these clues are anagram types, like the ‘Rome’ clues.

Discuss what could be their definition, indicator and

fodder and label them with ‘D’, ‘I’ and ‘F’ on your sheets. (If you
can solve them straight away, do so, but do go back and analyse the

elements as described.)

Little creature is shredding leaf (4)

Prides mauled creepy-crawly (6)

Act strangely, Puss! (3)

Beast that knows how to hide in each melon cocktail (9)

Shoes are designed for little fish (8)

Big beast to mop up a ship at sea (12)
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Indicator Types (i)

Discuss and jot down a few anagram indicators that you have come
across previously and think of a few more of your own…

Anagram Indicators

Now discuss and jot down a few words or phrases that could work
as reversal indicators…

Reversal Indicators

Finally, discuss and jot down a few words or phrases that could
work as homophone indicators…

Homophone Indicators
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Indicator Types (ii)

Discuss and jot down a few hidden word indicators that you have
come across previously and think of a few more of your own…

Hidden Word Indicators

Now discuss and jot down a few words or phrases that could work
as letter selection/deletion indicators…

Letter selection/deletion Indicators

Finally, discuss and jot down a few words or phrases that could
work as charade indicators…

Charade Indicators
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Indicator Types (iii)

Try to solve these double definition clues, bearing in mind that you
don’t get any fodder, just two different definitions for a single
solution…

Carry Rupert? (4)

Discard blanket (5)

Garden’s length (4)

Get rid of flames (4)

Ignore free time (5)

Stable noise (5)

Due to be excellent (10)
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Putting it all together

Now it’s time to have a go at this puzzle, applying all of the rules that you have learnt so far.

Just so that it’s not too daunting, I’ve made it so that none of the clues are longer than 9 letters.

Across

1 Wild west casserole? (4)

4 Released without payment (4)

7 Higher points of ghetto
psychology (4)

9 Bucket is reported to be light
(4)

11 Development is auctioned off
(9)

12 Nips around for a short drive
(4)

13 Awfully lame food (4)

15 Pesters horses (4)

16 Take the trouble to cut five
out (4)

Down

2 Tow broken down couple (3)

3 Revolutionary cutting tool used to
exist (3)

5 Appreciate lies are wrong (7)

6 Immortal alien has renal disorder (7)

7 Initially troubling explanation for
betrayal (7)

8 Raining heavily in group activity (7)

10 Nearly empty pub (3)

13 Damage from a random sample (3)

14 Bow of Noah’s boat, reportedly (3)

How did you do? Hopefully you were able to solve a few of them without too much difficulty.
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● Solve this puzzle online here: https://www.theguardian.com/crosswords/quiptic/1232
● FifteenSquared blog:

https://www.fifteensquared.net/2023/05/15/guardian-quiptic-1226-bartland/
● Great search engine for word patterns and meanings: https://onelook.com/
● A brilliant app to have on your phone which solves anagrams and word patterns for you. You

can also look at lists of cryptic indicators in it!
https://m.apkpure.com/crypticmuse/com.dkilmer.cmuse

● Stoke St Milborough Crosswords Group on WhatsApp: https://shorturl.at/mnBDW
● Link to today’s content on my website https://tinyurl.com/alvsmithXwords
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● Solve this puzzle online here: https://www.theguardian.com/crosswords/quiptic/1220
● FifteenSquared blog:

https://www.fifteensquared.net/2023/04/03/guardian-quiptic-1220-bartland/
● Great search engine for word patterns and meanings: https://onelook.com/
● A brilliant app to have on your phone which solves anagrams and word patterns for you. You

can also look at lists of cryptic indicators in it!
https://m.apkpure.com/crypticmuse/com.dkilmer.cmuse

● Stoke St Milborough Crosswords Group on WhatsApp: https://shorturl.at/mnBDW
● Link to today’s content on my website https://tinyurl.com/alvsmithXwords
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